Faculty: Match the Student Sustainability Fee!

Why?
- Partner with students
- Support the Green Revolving Fund
- Help buy solar panels for the new power plant
- Easy payroll deduction
- Tax deductible
- Change the world!

Student Sustainability Fee: 86 projects funded since 2010
- Solar PV panels: SRC, Sustainable Village, CTC and Fire station
- Green bikes program and MAC bus funding
- Creation of a Green Revolving Fund
- Recycling program campus wide
- 2015 UAF Sustainability Plan completed now part of Master Plan
- Electric shuttle
- UAF community garden, 100 plots
- Electric carts in Facilities to replace truck use
- Funded faculty grants for curriculum enhancement

Increase Sustainability at UAF: Match the Student Fee

WHAT IS THE STUDENT SUSTAINABILITY FEE?

In 2009 the students of UAF voted to have a $20 fee levied upon all students with the goal of making UAF a more sustainable campus. The majority of sustainability projects selected come directly from students, but faculty and department proposals are accepted as well. All projects are examined and voted on by the RISE Board, which is made up of students, staff, and faculty.

In 2015 UAF established a Green Revolving Fund (GRF) to grow the amount of money available to invest in sustainability projects. At the end of summer 2015 UAF also officially signed on as a member of the Billion Dollar Green Challenge. This Challenge is a collection of universities, and colleges dedicated to invest in self-managing GRFs. This compilation of higher educational institutions have committed to achieving sustainability goals by creating their own GRFs.

SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAMS & PROJECTS

This graph shows what types of sustainability projects have been recommended for funding by the RISE Board. It does not reflect the amount that has been spent creating and maintaining ongoing programs. As of the 2014 Fall Semester, the RISE Board has approved $1,156,357 for 84 projects that promote sustainability on campus.

In addition to funding projects the Student Sustainability Fee is used to fund ongoing sustainability programs at UAF like the Green Bikes program, Recycling program, Nanook Grown Market, the UAF FreeStore and more. These programs are open to and utilized by all of the UAF community.